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The Architecture of the Christian Holy Land Kathryn Blair Moore 2017-02-27 In the absence of the bodies
of Christ and Mary, architecture took on a special representational role during the Christian Middle Ages,
marking out sites associated with the bodily presence of the dominant figures of the religion. Throughout
this period, buildings were reinterpreted in relation to the mediating role of textual and pictorial
representations that shaped the pilgrimage experience across expansive geographies. In this study, Kathryn
Blair Moore challenges fundamental ideas within architectural history regarding the origins and
significance of European recreations of buildings in Jerusalem, Bethlehem, and Nazareth. From these
conceptual foundations, she traces and re-interprets the significance of the architecture of the Holy Land
within changing religious and political contexts, from the First Crusade and the emergence of the
Franciscan Custody of the Holy Land to the anti-Islamic crusade movements of the Renaissance, as well as
the Reformation.
The Holy Land in American Religious Thought, 1620-1948 Gershon Greenberg 1994 This book is the
first to investigate the effect of the biblical Holy Land on American religious institutions, from early
Puritanism in 1620 to Judaism in 1948. It explores the attachment between religious America and the Land
of Israel from a pluralistic perspective, tracing the history of religion in America as it relates to the spiritual
and geographical identity of the Holy Land. Contents: Preface; Introduction: The Holy Land in American
Religious Thought. PART I: THE HOLY LAND COMES TO AMERICA; Puritans and Congregationalists: The
Americanization of Zion; Sephardic Jewry: Present and Future Zion; American Indians: Ten Lost Tribes and
Christian Eschatology. PART II: NINETEENTH CENTURY INDIVIDUAL TIES TO THE HOLY LAND;
Protestant Pilgrims: Disjunction between Expectation and Reality; Protestant Missionaries: Jewish
Conversion and Christ's Return; Consuls: Jews and Holy Land History. PART III: RELIGIOUS GROUPS OF
THE NINETEENTH CENTURY; Christianity among Blacks: The Spiritual Holy Land; Protestant Liberalists:
Jewish Return and Christian Kingdom; Mormons: Dialectical Holy Lands; Judaism: American Impact and
Internal Divisions. PART IV: THE TWENTIETH CENTURY; Protestant Liberalism: Universal Ideas;
Catholicism: Holy Land of Christ's Crucifixion; Judaism: Centrality of the Land; Conclusion.
America and the Holy Land Moshe Davis 1995 The continuing relationship between America and the Holy
Land has implications for American and Jewish history which extend beyond the historical narrative and
interpretation. The devotion of Americans of all faiths to the Holy Land extends into the spiritual realm, and
the Holy Land, in turn, penetrates American homes, patterns of faith, and education. In this book Davis
illuminates the interconnection of Americans and the Holy Land in historical perspective, and delineates
unique elements inherent in this relationship: the role of Zion in American spiritual history, in the Christian
faith, in Jewish tradition and communal life, and the impress of Biblical place names on the map of America
as well as American settlements and institutions in the State of Israel. The book concludes with an
annotated select bibliography of primary sources on America and the Holy Land.
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Death of a Holy Land Rose L. Levinson 2013-06-20 Death of a Holy Land: Reflections in Contemporary
Israeli Fiction, by Rose Levinson, is a close textual reading of eight novels by four contemporary Israeli
authors. Analysis of their fiction is the basis for a critique of today’s Israel, suggesting that its current
malaise is linked to long-standing issues of Jewish identity and insisting on the need for a revised view
which recognizes the country as a deeply conflicted modern nation state.
Sappho in the Holy Land Chava Frankfort-Nachmias 2012-02-01 Essays on the experience of lesbians in
contemporary Israeli society. This unique collection examines the experience of lesbians in Israel, providing
insight into some of the institutions that have helped shape that experience. The book analyzes and
interprets how culturally specific political, ideological, and social systems construct lesbian identities,
experiences, and dilemmas, and it also explores how a specific society is seen, understood, and interpreted
from a lesbian perspective. Written by scholars, professionals, and grassroots activists representing
different sectors of the Israeli political spectrum, this book provides a broad perspective of the lesbian
experience in Israel. Chava Frankfort-Nachmias is Associate Professor of Sociology and Director of the
Center for Jewish Studies at the University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee, and Erella Shadmi is Senior
Lecturer of Criminology and Head of the Women’s and Gender Studies Department at Beit Berl College.
Experiencing the Land of the Book Charles H. Dyer 2022-09-06 The world’s most inexpensive and unique
tour to Israel. Join Holy Land expert and tour guide Dr. Charlie Dyer on a trip through Israel. Blending
history, rich biblical teaching, and humor, Experiencing the Land and the Book: A Life-Changing Journey
through Israel connects its travelers to fifty highlights—all through stories and an illustrated travelogue.
Readers will be captivated by the more than 260 color images of places like Caesarea, Mount Carmel,
Nazareth, the Sea of Galilee, the Dead Sea, Jericho, and more! Yet, rather than a mere history lesson or
catalog of facts, you’ll experience a trip—minus the jet lag, sunscreen, and lines. The Holy Land is full of
rocks and stony ruins. But a successful trip to Israel will also bring the traveler into contact with “living
stones”—people. Dyer invites you to connect to the sites emotionally as well as intellectually as he
intertwines three beautiful and rich story cords. Get ready to make some new friends! You’ll connect with
the biblical story. You’ll laugh and learn from the vast collection of tales Dyer’s accumulated on his many
trips over the years. And you’ll form your own story along the way! If you’ve always wanted to experience
Israel, but haven’t had the opportunity, this book will transport you to the streets and acquaint you with the
people. Or if you have been blessed to visit these sacred places and want to relive the experience, this book
will bring you right back to the sights, smells, and emotional ties.
Following Jesus in the Holy Land Stephen Need 2019-09-01 Reflecting on the key locations of Jesus’ life
and ministry, this book invites Holy Land visitors and armchair pilgrims to reflect on Christian discipleship
through Advent and Lent.
A History of Israel and the Holy Land Michael Avi-Yonah 2001-01-01 In its entirety the story told here
spans all of recorded history. It is a story of momentous events and mighty nations, of the birth of great
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religions and of foreign conquests, of longing and renewal. The scholars who have produced this work have
woven an engrossing, continuous narrative out of the historical materials, presenting a rich array of
peoples and cultures, from the ancient Hebrews and their neighbors down to the time of Jesus and the
Roman wars and then on through the Arab and Crusader conquests, the Mameluk domination, the long
period of Turkish rule, British Mandate, and the rebirth of Israel. An integral part of the story is the
magnificent selection of photographs illustrating the land, its sites, its ruins, and its treasures. This
expanded millennium edition of A History of Israel and the Holy Land takes the story into the twenty-first
century with a new and comprehensive survey of the State of Israel from its establishment to the present
day. The new material includes a review of political, economic, and social developments in Israel and
summaries of the country's wars and the peace process.>
The Title-Deeds of the Holy Land, and Identification of the Heir John Wilson 1871
Holy Land and Holy Writ John T. Durward 1913
Imagining the Holy Land Burke O. Long 2003 At the Chautauqua Institution in New York, visitors could
walk down Palestine Avenue to "Palestine" and a model of Jerusalem, or along Morris Avenue to a scale
model of the "Jewish Tabernacle." At the St. Louis World's Fair of 1904, a replica of Ottoman Jerusalem
covered eleven acres, while today, 300 miles to the southeast, a seven-story-high Christ of the Ozarks
stands above a modern re-creation of the Holy Land set in the Arkansas hills."--BOOK JACKET.
The Holy Land Pilgrim Handbook James Socias 2021-11-03 A pilgrimage to the Holy Land is an opportunity
to encounter Jesus Christ, to walk in His footsteps, to put into practice his invitation to "Come and follow
me." With our pilgrim handbook, video series, and missalette, you will be equipped to experience and
appreciate more profoundly the holy sites and places to be visited on a typical itinerary in the footsteps of
Jesus Christ through Israel and Palestine. You will also be guided on how to make time for prayer, spiritual
reading, and silent reflection, which are so important and necessary on this spiritual pilgrimage. The Holy
Land: An Encounter with Jesus Christ Pilgrim Handbook is an essential guide for making a pilgrimage and
praying at the holy sites. The handbook features historical information, Gospel readings, spiritual
meditations, reflection questions, prayers, and photographs for the main holy sites to help you have a
profound encounter with Christ before, during, and after the pilgrimage. The Holy Land: An Encounter with
Jesus Christ includes the following: • Pilgrim Handbook • Missalette • Video Series To learn more, visit
www.holy-land.org
Caring for the 'Holy Land' Claudia Liebelt 2011-11-01 In Israel, as in numerous countries of the global
North, Filipina women have been recruited in large numbers for domestic work, typically as live-in
caregivers for the elderly. The case of Israel is unique in that the country has a special significance as the
‘Holy Land’ for the predominantly devout Christian Filipina women and is at the center of an often violent
conflict, which affects Filipinos in many ways. In the literature, migrant domestic workers are often
described as being subject to racial discrimination, labour exploitation and exclusion from mainstream
society. Here, the author provides a more nuanced account and shows how Filipina caregivers in Israel
have succeeded in creating their own collective spaces, as well as negotiating rights and belonging. While
maintaining transnational ties and engaging in border-crossing journeys, these women seek to fulfill their
dreams of a better life. During this process, new socialities and subjectivities emerge that point to a form of
global citizenship in the making, consisting of greater social, economic and political rights within a highly
gendered and racialized global economy.
The Sacred Books of Judaism Moses Maimonides 2021-04-27 This meticulously edited collection contains
the essential books of the Jewish faith, the most sacred text of Judaism, history books, as well as
philosophical and theological writings concerning Jewish faith._x000D_ Contents:_x000D_ Religious
Texts:_x000D_ "Tanakh" – The Hebrew Bible_x000D_ "Talmud" – The Central Text of Rabbinic Judaism
_x000D_ "Torah – Bilingual (English/Hebrew)" – Five Books of Moses_x000D_ "Tales and Maxims from the
Midrash" – Biblical exegesis by ancient Judaic authorities_x000D_ "The Kabbalah Unveiled" – Translations
and commentaries of the Books of Zohar_x000D_ "The Sepher Ha-Zohar" – Zohar, or Splendor is the most
important text of Kabbalah._x000D_ "Siddur – The Standard Prayer Book" – The Authorized Daily Prayer
Book of the United Hebrew Congregations_x000D_ "The Union Haggadah" – Jewish text that sets forth the
order of the Passover Seder._x000D_ History:_x000D_ The Jewish Wars (Flavius Josephus)_x000D_
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Antiquities of the Jews (Flavius Josephus)_x000D_ History of the Jews (Heinrich Graetz)_x000D_ The
Legends of the Jews (Louis Ginzberg)_x000D_ Philosophical Works:_x000D_ Kitab al Khazari (Kuzari) (Judah
Halevi)_x000D_ The Guide for the Perplexed (Moses Maimonides)_x000D_ Ancient Jewish Proverbs
(Abraham Cohen)
World View Marvin Olasky 2017-11-06 How could our world be different if Christians were recognized for
not only speaking the truth, but also demonstrating mercy? What would our lives be like if we reacted to
our common culture with not just biblical facts, but also grace and compassion? For more than 25 years,
Marvin Olasky has offered this kind of viewpoint in his columns as the Editor-in-Chief of World Magazine,
the leading news magazine written with a Christian perspective. In this collection of far-ranging columns,
Olasky’s commentary on world events and affairs, as well as his own personal interactions, encourages
readers to respond with both grace and truth in every encounter. A leading voice for standing for biblical
truth in the public square, Olasky also believes Christians should incorporate the biblical virtues of
humility, kindness, and mercy in all of life. His call for biblical values to include both truth and mercy
makes his voice stand out in a world that often falsely divides those goals and settles for a poor imitation of
the robust Christianity described in Scripture. These short and punchy columns offer readers a new way to
consider challenges in today’s world and shows them how to respond to any encounter biblically, but not
hysterically, providing a wake-up call for the complacent, while also calming the frantic. Regular readers of
World will want to have this 60-column collection for their own library, as well as an extra copy to share
with friends.
The Scattered Nation 1867
Defending the Holy Land Zeev Maoz 2009-04-15 Defending the Holy Land is the most comprehensive
analysis to date of Israel's national security and foreign policy, from the inception of the State of Israel to
the present. Author Zeev Maoz's unique double perspective, as both an expert on the Israeli security
establishment and esteemed scholar of Mideast politics, enables him to describe in harrowing detail the
tragic recklessness and self-made traps that pervade the history of Israeli security operations and foreign
policy. Most of the wars in which Israel was involved, Maoz shows, were entirely avoidable, the result of
deliberate Israeli aggression, flawed decision-making, and misguided conflict management strategies.
None, with the possible exception of the 1948 War of Independence, were what Israelis call "wars of
necessity." They were all wars of choice-or, worse, folly. Demonstrating that Israel's national security policy
rested on the shaky pairing of a trigger-happy approach to the use of force with a hesitant and reactive
peace diplomacy, Defending the Holy Land recounts in minute-by-minute detail how the ascendancy of
Israel's security establishment over its foreign policy apparatus led to unnecessary wars and missed
opportunites for peace. A scathing and brilliant revisionist history, Defending the Holy Land calls for
sweeping reform of Israel's foreign policy and national security establishments. This book will
fundamentally transform the way readers think about Israel's troubled history. Zeev Maoz is Professor of
Political Science at the University of California, Davis. He is the former head of the Graduate School of
Government and Policy and of the Jaffee Center for Strategic Studies at Tel Aviv University, as well as the
former academic director of the M.A. Program at the Israeli Defense Forces' National Defense College.
Cover photograph: Israel, Jerusalem, Western Wall and The Dome of The Rock. Courtesy of Corbis.
An Introduction to the Critical Study of the Holy Scriptures Thomas Hartwell Horne 1836
Holy Places in the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict Marshall J. Breger 2009-12-16 This book addresses the
major generators of conflict and toleration at shared holy places in Palestine and Israel. Examining the
religious, political and legal issues, the authors show how the holy sites have been a focus of both conflict
and cooperation between different communities. Bringing together the views of a diverse group of experts
on the region, Holy Places in the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict provides a new and multifaceted approach to
holy places, giving an in-depth analysis of relevant issues. Themes covered include legal regulation of holy
places; nationalization and reproduction of holy space; sharing and contesting holy places; identity politics;
and popular legends of holy sites. Chapters cover in detail how recognition and authorization of a new site
come about; the influence of religious belief versus political ideology on the designation of holy places; the
centrality of such areas to the surrounding political developments; and how historical background and
culture affect the perception of a holy site and relations between conflicting groups. This new approach to
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the study of holy places and the Israeli-Palestinian conflict has great significance for a variety of disciplines,
and will be of great interest in the fields of law, politics, religious studies, anthropology and sociology.
The Israel Museum, Jerusalem Martin Weyl 1995 This book provides a guide to the extensive and varied
collections of the Israel Museum in Jerusalem. Housing a world-acclaimed collection of biblical archaeology
- of which the highlight is the famous Dead Sea Scrolls, exhibited in the Shrine of the Book - the Museum is
also home to fine works of art from all over the world. These include Old Master paintings, Impressionist,
Israeli and contemporary art, holdings in photography, design and ethnic arts, and an impressive sculpture
garden displaying, among others, works by Rodin, Henry Moore, David Smith and James Turrell. The
world's most comprehensive collections of Judaica and Jewish Ethnography bring to life 2000 years of the
communities of the Diaspora through the display of religious and ritual artifacts, clothing, jewellery and
objects of everyday life. The vast archaeological collection records the cultures of the Holy Land and
neighboring countries - their art, religion, funerary rites, trade and industry - from prehistoric times until
the advent of the Muslim era. Divided into four chapters covering Archaeology, Art, Judaica and
Ethnography, and the innovative Ruth Youth Wing, with its interactive approach aimed at encouraging
younger visitors, the book provides a fascinating tour of this unique and beautiful Museum.
The Scattered Nation and Jewish Christian Magazine Carl Schwartz 1867
Israel and the Holy Land: “the Promised Land.” In which an attempt is made to show that the Old
and New Testaments accord in their testimony to Christ and His Celestial Kingdom, etc 1846
Conflict in the Holy Land: From Ancient Times to the Arab-Israeli Conflicts Robert C. DiPrizio
2020-02-29 With more than 250 cross-referenced entries covering every aspect of conflict in the Holy Land,
this illuminating book will help students understand the volatile history of Palestine and Israel and its
impact on the rest of the world. Palestine is considered a sacred land by Christians, Jews, and Muslims. This
has contributed to the violence that has ravaged the Holy Land throughout its long history. This A–Z
reference work, which defines the Holy Land as historic Palestine (the combined territories of Israel, the
West Bank, and the Gaza Strip), covers such ancient conflicts as Egypt's rule over Canaan, the reign of King
David, and the Jewish Revolts against the Roman Empire. In addition, the title includes detailed entries on
such medieval conflicts as the Crusades and such contemporary conflicts as the Arab-Israeli wars. The
reference begins with an introduction that provides readers with the necessary context to understand the
region's bloody history and a comprehensive chronology that will help students construct a more complete
picture of conflict in the Holy Land. Then come hundreds of key entries on the events, individuals, groups,
places, and ideologies that have played an important role in the strife there. The title concludes with an
expansive bibliography that will aid students looking to do more research on the topic and a thorough
index. More than 250 A–Z entries on a variety of conflicts throughout the long history of the Holy Land
Contributions from dozens of distinguished scholars and independent historians from a variety of
disciplines Dozens of illustrations and maps depicting conflict in the Holy Land
Kirban's Book of Charts on Prophecy Salem Kirban 1969
An Introduction to the Critical Study and Knowledge of the Holy Scriptures Thomas Hartwell Horne
1852
The Interpretation of The Meaning of The Holy Quran Volume 13 - Surah Al-Maidah verse 1 to 60
Nasoha Bin Saabin I have written many books and articles on various topics but since 2013, I have devoted
myself fully in writing the interpretation of the Holy Quran in English and with the grace of Allah, I have
completed the whole Quran on 29th October 2020 with 84 books. I believe there is a great need in the
whole world for the correct interpretation of the Holy Quran to be written in English. Currently, there is a
great misunderstanding about Islam among Muslims and non-Muslims globally. The misunderstanding of
the meaning of the Holy Quran among Muslims will lead to the wrong practice of Islam which leads to the
wrong actions of Muslims. The wrong actions of Muslims will lead to misunderstandings about Islam among
Muslims and non-Muslims. The wrong actions of the Muslims have led to many miseries and wars among
Muslims. The wrong actions of Muslims have also led to many wars and clashes between Muslims and nonMuslims. In order to avoid miseries, wars and clashes from taking place between the whole mankind in the
whole world, the whole mankind in the whole world need to understand the true teaching of Islam. There is
no other way for the whole mankind to understand the true teaching of Islam unless the whole mankind is
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able to read and understand the correct interpretation of the Holy Quran. The whole mankind is only able
to read and understand the correct interpretation of the Holy Quran when it is written in the universal
language of the world (English). For this very reason I have written the interpretation of the Holy Quran in
English. Prof. Nasoha Bin Saabin
The One Year Holy Land Moments Devotional Yechiel Eckstein 2013 This year, learn to see Scripture in
a whole new way as you embark on a deeper understanding of its history--and your faith's deep roots in the
land, events, people, and faith of Israel. The One Year Holy Land Moments Devotional contains 52 weeks of
reflections from both a Jewish rabbi and a Christian theologian, demonstrating the timeless and universal
themes in both the Hebrew Bible (Old Testament) and New Testament. Each day offers a fascinating
glimpse into the Jewish faith, history, and perspective, while exploring the Christian interpretation of
beloved biblical verses, places, people, and events. Spend a reflective moment each day contemplating the
history of God's work in the world, celebrating his word and love for you.
Inheriting the Holy Land Jennifer Miller 2007-12-18 Writing with fierce honesty, Jennifer Miller has
created an extraordinary synthesis of history, reportage, and coming-of-age memoir in Inheriting the Holy
Land. Her groundbreaking perspective on the conflict is presented through interviews with young Israelis
and Palestinians and conversations with some of the most influential officials involved in the Middle East,
including Shimon Peres, Yasir Arafat, James Baker, Benjamin Netanyahu, Colin Powell, Ehud Barak, and
Mahmoud Abbas. This book will open eyes, open hearts, and open minds. Miller grew up in an affluent
suburb of Washington, D.C., surrounded by the chaotic politics of the Middle East. Her father was a U.S.
State Department negotiator at the Oslo and Camp David peace summits, and dinnertime conversation in
the Miller household often included discussions of the Middle Eastern conflict. When Miller joined Seeds of
Peace, a program that brings Middle Eastern kids to Maine for intensive sessions of conflict resolution, her
real experience with the Middle East began. As she befriended young Palestinians, Israelis, Egyptians, and
Jordanians, Jennifer came to realize that their views were missing from the ongoing debate over the Holy
Land. By helping these young voices be heard, she knew she could reveal something vitally new and deeply
challenging about the future of this torn region. Miller, however, learned fast that it was one thing to hang
out at the idyllic Seeds for Peace camp in Maine and quite another to confront young people on their own
turf–in the alleys of East Jerusalem, behind the armed gates of West Bank settlements, in the teeming
refugee camps of Gaza. Friendships that had blossomed in the United States withered in the aftermath of
yet another suicide bombing. Big-hearted teens on both sides of the conflict shocked Miller with the ferocity
of their illusions and the twisted logic of their misconceptions. But she also found rays of hope in places
where others had reported only despair–surprising open-mindedness among the ultra-religious, common
ground shared by those who had lost loved ones to the violence, a yearning for peace amid the rubble of
refugee camps and the shards of bombed cities. A deft writer, she interweaves her startlingly candid
interviews with the vibrant realities of life in the streets. Just as Jennifer Miller was forced to confront her
biases as an American, a Jew, a woman, and a journalist, in Inheriting the Holy Land, she similarly
challenges readers to reexamine their own cherished prejudices and assumptions.
Defending the Holy Land Zeev Maoz 2006-05-12 A landmark analysis of the entire history of Israel's
defense and foreign policies and a fundamental reassessment of its security doctrine
聖地 Holy Land 老旭暉 2012-11-18 我亦希望這本書能夠引起大家（借用其中一位作者的說話） 「對在以色列及巴勒斯坦裡生活的人的經歷，作出一次誠懇的探究──對這個衝突作出一
個深層次，並超越宗教教條主義及支配性敘述的認識。」──序 有關以巴問題，本地主流媒體和基督教中的一般敘述，大都和西方主流一樣，傾向以色列國，視巴勒斯坦／阿拉伯人為野蠻、恐怖分子。然而，
這是實情，還是某些操控著媒體和政府的利益集團的描繪而已？近年，在西方乃至以國本身，已開始多有所謂「另類」敍述，從巴勒斯坦人角度出發的報導及觀點，但在華人媒體中，仍甚少有這方面的著作。
本書編者結集了一些在當地的和平單位、人士的文章，以及自己所拍的照片，去展示一個甚少在本地出現，有關當地情況的敘述。 當人們放下成見，真切、全面地去認識以巴時，這個似乎無法解決的問題，可
能並非如想像中那麼難解決，亦可認識、反思一種排外的族群主義是多麼的可怕。 備註 全書中英對照。 出版者所得的收入，在扣除製作成本後，將撥捐以色列／巴勒斯坦當地的和平主義者、慈善團體或非政
府組織。
Inventing the Holy Land Stephanie Stidham Rogers 2011-01-06 This book examines the relationship
between American Protestants and Palestine from 1842-1917. The eastward views of Palestine drew the
ancient biblical past into the present for Protestants, thus bringing a sharper focus to a new frontier and
inventing the idea of a Christian Holy Land.
Congressional Record United States. Congress The Congressional Record is the official record of the
proceedings and debates of the United States Congress. It is published daily when Congress is in session.
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The Congressional Record began publication in 1873. Debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in
The Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of the United States (1789-1824), the Register of Debates in
Congress (1824-1837), and the Congressional Globe (1833-1873)
Political Theologies in the Holy Land David Ohana 2009-10-16 This book examines the role of messianism in
Zionist ideology, from the birth of the Zionist movement through to the present. Is shows how messianism
is not just a religious or philosophical term but a very tangible political practice and theology which has
shaped Israeli identity. The author explores key issues such as: the current presence of messianism in the
Israeli public sphere and the debates with jewish settlers in the occupied territories after the 1967 war the
difference between transcendental messianism and promethean messianism the disparity between the
political ideology and political practice in the history of Israel the evolution of the messianic idea in the
actions of David Ben-Gurion the debate between Martin Buber, Gershom Scholem, Isaiah Leibowitz, J. L.
Talmon and other intellectual figures with Ben-Gurion the implications of political theology and the
presence of messianic ideas in Israeli politics As the first book to examine the messianism in Israeli debate
since the creation of the Israeli state, it will be particularly relevant for students and scholars of Political
Science, modern intellectual history, Israel studies, Judaism and messianism.
The Jewish People and the Holy Land Henry H. Halley 2012-07-24 Derived from Halley’s Bible Handbook, a
world-renowned, accessible guide to the Bible now in its 25th edition, this digital short sketches the history
of the Jewish people in the Holy Land from the time of Jesus until the present day. Useful for students of the
Bible and church history, The Jewish People and the Holy Land will also fascinate readers wanting to better
understand the historic roots of the modern state of Israel.
Headlines from the Holy Land James Rodgers 2015-09-01 Tied by history, politics, and faith to all
corners of the globe, the Israeli-Palestinian conflict fascinates and infuriates people across the world. Based
on new archive research and original interviews, Headlines from the Holy Land explains why this fiercely
contested region exerts such a pull over leading correspondents and diplomats.
Christians and a Land Called Holy Charles P. Lutz Fair-minded and sympathetic to Jewish, Muslim, and
Christian concerns, Lutz and Smith provide a clear account of the Israeli-Palestinian situation and a
compelling plea for Christian involvement in the area. Carefully sorting out the tangled historical and
religious roots of the problems, they reveal the strong forces at work in the conflict and lay out the driving
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biblical notions of election and covenant, the historical causes of the bitter and divisive clashes of the last
50 years, the complex demographic and political issues today, how Palestinians (particularly Christians)
have been affected by the turmoil, and how, finally, Christians must engage the future of justice and peace.
Includes maps and twelve black and white photos.
Pictorial Geography of the Holy Land, Designed to Elucidate the Imagery of Scripture, and
Demonstrate the Fulfilment of Prophecy J.-T. Bannister 1851
Churches and Monasteries in the Holy Land David Rapp 2014-11-17 The defining events of early
Christianity are memorialized in churches and monasteries throughout the Holy Land, many of which date
back to ancient times. This beautiful book is a wonderful written and visual guide to those religious
monuments and the artistic treasures that lie within their walls. The author, David Rapp, is an art historian
and critic, who opens a window into the fascinating geographical-theological sphere where Christianity was
conceived and born. Each chapter features spectacular pictures by Hanan Isachar, an acclaimed
photographer. Christianity’s roots extend deep into the earth of the Holy Land. This book is dedicated to
those who wish to learn more about that heritage and the religious sites that stand as testimonies to it.
The Prophet Isaiah Carl Wilhelm Eduard Nägelsbach 1884
Zionism and the Quest for Justice in the Holy Land Donald E. Wagner 2014-07-01 A critical examination of
political Zionism, a topic often considered taboo in the West, is long overdue. Moreover, the discussion of
Christian Zionism is usually confined to Evangelical and fundamentalist settings. The present volume will
break the silence currently reigning in many religious, political, and academic circles and, in so doing, will
provoke and inspire a new, challenging conversation on theological and ethical issues arising from various
aspects of Zionism--a conversation that is vital to the quest for a just peace in Israel and Palestine. The
eight authors offer a rich diversity of religious faith, academic research, and practical experience, as they
represent all three Abrahamic faiths and five different Christian traditions. Among the many themes that
run through Zionism and the Quest for Justice in the Holy Land is the contrast between exclusivist
narratives, both biblical and political, and the more inclusive narratives of the prophetic Scriptures, which
provide the theological foundation and the moral imperative for human liberation. Readers will be drawn
into a compelling, readable, and stimulating series of essays that tackle many of the complex issues that
still confound clergy, politicians, diplomats, and academic experts.
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